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Visit ufs.com
*This product does not contain allergenic ingredients which require declaration under EU regulation 1169/2011 (Annex II). **Source: Kadence International: Gravy U&A. June 2016 n+305 UK Chefs.
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For starters...

March is a busy old month
for the catering fraternity.
The calendar is positively
packed with key dates for
you to take advantage of
– St David’s Day, Mother’s Day, St
Patrick’s Day and Good Friday all take
place in the next few weeks, along
with British Pie Week and National
School Breakfast Week.
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Catering for older people in the care sector presents very different
challenges and our Melting Pot this issue specifically addresses this
area with lots of helpful advice and recipe ideas.
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Veganism is enjoying a huge surge in popularity and is one of the
biggest food trends for 2018, and our Category Focus examines
how you can revamp your menus to include enticing dishes for
people following plant-based diets.
TUCO regional chair and head of catering at Manchester
Metropolitan University Jacqui McPeake highlights the dangers
facing students with food allergies on page 13, along with advice for
caterers on how to deal with them. As the mother of a food allergy
suffering teen, I’m fully aware of the anxiety young people endure
at the prospect of heading off into the ‘big wide world’ without their
parents to help manage their life-threatening condition.

19 ADVICE FROM
THE EXPERTS

23

As always our Food for Thought page
provides culinary inspiration, and our
News from Country Range on page
8 this month details the deliciously decadent desserts on offer to
treat mums on March 11.
The much-anticipated final of the Country Range Student Chef
Challenge takes place on March 7, and I’d like to take this
opportunity to wish all of the finalists lots of luck as they compete
in front of a live exhibition audience at Hotelympia. History shows
that our finalists go on to do great things – our Five Ways
contributor, Sean Comiskey (page 32), was a 2016 finalist and
recently landed a coveted job at Outlaw at the Capital.
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COOKS CALENDAR

COOKS CALENDAR
MARCH
Emily

Read ers '
Li ves

1 Name: Emily Mcdaid
2 Job title: Area kitchen manager
3 Place of work: BRGR, which has
venues in Glasgow and Edinburgh

4 Typical working hours:
45 hours per week

5 How long have you worked
in the catering industry?
18 years

6 Most

interesting
fact about you:
I used to travel the
UK training chefs
for TGI Fridays

7 Favourite
cuisine:
Mexican

8 Signature
dish: Mexican

paella - made with
Mexican chorizo,
spicy freshly ground sausage,
chicken, onion, peas, garlic, chopped
tomatoes, shrimps, mussels, parsley,
medium grain rice and silver tequila.

9 Must-have kitchen gadget:
My Miyabi knife

10 Top culinary tip: Know your
oven (always familiarise yourself
with the oven you’re using)

11 Who is your inspiration
and why? Gordon Ramsay.

He’s a brilliant chef and so full of
confidence, which is half the battle

12 Favourite Country

Range ingredient and why?

I love the Country Range Seasonings,
especially the Peri Peri and Cajun
Seasonings. They’re just so full
of flavour

11 – 31

St David’s Day
VEGGIE MONTH

5–8

veggies.org.uk

HOTELYMPIA,
ExCel, London www.hotelympia.com
National School
Breakfast Week schoolnutrition.

59

7

org/Meetings/Events/NSBW/2018/

FINAL OF THE COUNTRY
RANGE STUDENT CHEF
CHALLENGE, Hotelympia

www.nutritionandhydrationweek.co.uk

17 St Patrick’s Day
RELIEF
17 – 23 SPORT
www.sportrelief.com

April Fool’s Day

EASTER MONDAY
Hospitality Action’s inaugural
Rugby Legends Dinner, Deer
Park Country House Hotel, Devon

9

www.hospitalityaction.org.uk/events

12 – 13

HOSPITAL CATERERS
ASSOCIATION NATIONAL LEADERSHIP
& DEVELOPMENT FORUM, CELTIC
MANOR, NEWPORT hcaforum.co.uk

Taiwan
Delivering on-trend dishes from around the globe

Lying 100 miles from the Chinese
coast, Taiwan has clearly been
influenced by its neighbour on the
culinary front but this bountiful
Pacific island also absorbed some
Japanese cooking techniques during
its half-century of Japanese colonial
rule. Here, we take a look at some of
Taiwan’s most popular dishes…

Milkfis h A bony fish loved for its
tender meat and economical price tag.
Milkfish is prepared in numerous ways: in a
congee porridge, pan-fried, as fish ball soup
or braised.
Gua bao Taiwanese-style hamburgers
which are enjoying huge popularity in the UK.
A steamed bun sandwiches a hearty filling
of braised pork belly, pickled Chinese
cabbage and powdered peanuts.
I on eggs Made from quails’ eggs,
these chewy delicacies are dyed black from
long braising in soy sauce then air-dried.
Stinky tofu “Fragrant” cubes of bean

curd deep-fried and draped with sweet and
spicy sauce.
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www.countryrangestudentchef.co.uk
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1
2

PIE WEEK
5 – 11 BRITISH
www.britishpieweek.co.uk
11 Mothering Sunday

16 - UK COFFEE WEEK
22
www.ukcoffeeweek.com

19
21
23

National Garlic Day
nationalgarlicday.com

NATIONAL TEA DAY
www.nationalteaday.co.uk/

ST GEORGE’S DAY

Shaved ice mountain

A pile of shaved ice is heaped with
fresh fruit and flavourings, such as mango
pieces, juice and sweet condensed milk.

Pep pe cakes Crispy pastry pockets
filled with juicy pork infused with black
pepper and baked on the wall of a clay oven.
Tian bu la Fish paste that’s been
moulded into various shapes and sizes,
deep-fried, then boiled in a broth. Before
eating, the pieces of solid fish paste are
taken from the broth and smothered in
brown sauce.
Ba wan Taiwanese
mega-dumplings made
with a dough of rice flour,
corn starch and sweet
potato starch, which
looks almost translucent
after cooking. Pork,
vegetables and
sometimes eggs
are stuffed inside and
gravy poured on top.

Ba wan

Pineap ple cake

An iconic Taiwanese pastry consisting
of mini-pies filled with candied pineapple.

Pig’s blood ice pudding This mix of
pig’s blood and sticky rice is stuck on the
end of a stick like a lollipop and coated in
a sweet peanut powder.

ale is a member of the
Brassica family of vegetables,
related to both broccoli and
cabbage. Kale is normally a deep green hue
but can also be found tinged with blue or purple
or variegated white. It’s hardy – able to stand
extremes of weather. Cold weather, in fact, brings
on the colour in the crop.
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1. Salmon teriyaki, kale and barley salad
Kale is a great addition to this Japanese
inspired, flavour packed dish. www.great
britishchefs.com/recipes/teriyaki-salmonkale-barley-salad-recipe

Official tasting notes

By New Covent Market, the UK’s leading
wholesale fruit and vegetable market www.
newcoventgardenmarket.com

Usage: Kale is most commonly boiled and
only needs a couple of minutes in hot water,
either cooking whole or chopping/shredding
the leaves beforehand. It is also widely used in
salads and roasting it with seasonings from chilli
and garlic to cheese is becoming popular.

Properties: Kale has gained recognition in recent
years due to its nutritional qualities – something
which makes it a very popular addition to green juices.
In terms of taste, it has a strong, distinctive bitter flavour
which pairs well with other punchy ingredients such as
crispy bacon or cumin and creamy things including butter
beans and cheeses.

Notes: These are the six varieties that are commonly

s, kale is available all year round!
usue
No exc

KALE

available through the market: Green curly kale, Purple Queen,
Variegated (white and purple), White Queen and Japanese
White, Salad or baby kale and Kalettes or flower sprouts (Brussel
cross). One common mistake is to buy ready-chopped kale. As soon
as you chop up anything the flavours and nutrients start to degrade.

2. Keep it sweet

A key mistake is to discard the stalks – the
sweetest part. All the sugar is in the stalk –
cut it up fine and eat the whole thing. Try finely
chopping the kale and adding the stalks first
to a thin layer of water with a sprinkle of sea
salt, then layering the leaves on top. Cook for
exactly three minutes then refresh in cold water,
drain and add a splash of soy sauce. Alternatively
finely chop raw kale before dressing with extra
virgin olive oil, sea salt, balsamic and a sprinkling
of Parmesan cheese.

3. Feast on this

This roasted chestnut
and kale freeke with
crispy onions, toasted
nuts, chestnut and
cinnamon lebneh is a
flavoursome addition
to your meze.

4. Smokey chipotle kale crisps

Kale crisps are becoming increasingly popular
to buy but they are very easy to make. They
can be a delicious snack if you are looking
to avoid traditional potato crisps and are
a guilt-free accompaniment.
www.greatbritishchefs.com/recipes/smokeychipotle-kale-crisps-recipe

5. Kale and
Parmesan hummus

For a change from the usual chickpea
hummus, try this delicious, nutrientpacked alternative using Kale and
Parmesan. www.greatbritishchefs.com/
recipes/kale-parmesan-hummus-recipe

Recipes supplied by: 1. Urvashi Roe, 2. Chris Molyneux, Lancashire Kale grower,
3. Arabica Bar and Kitchen, 4. Deb Durrant, 5. Becca Pusey
For more kale recipes visit www.greatbritishchefs.com

ALSO IN SEASON:
cauliflower

rabbit

celeriac

cockles

leeks

cabbage
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THE GRAVY
WE CAN ALL
AGREE ON
MAGGI® Original
Gravy Mix

MAGGI® Gluten Free
Vegetarian Gravy.

MAGGI® Golden
Gravy Mix

er

At MAGGI®, we’ve created gravies that
you’ll love to serve again and again.
The delicious gravy range everyone can
enjoy – whatever their gravy behaviour.
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Serving suggestion
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STOCK UP NOW
FOR MOTHERS DAY
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FIND OUT MORE:
www.nestleprofessional.
co.uk/maggi

CUSTOMER PROFILE

MELBOURNE’S LOSS IS

Bournemouth’s gain
A decision to follow his heart instead of his head
resulted in a talented chef returning back
to ‘Blighty’ to forge a successful career.
Ben Nicol has been head chef at the Best Western Connaught
Hotel in Bournemouth for the last five years, but he could have
ended up living on the other side of the world.
After a lauded stint working at the prestigious Vue de
Monde restaurant in Melbourne, Australia, Ben was offered
sponsorship to stay with the company but he decided to turn
the opportunity down.
“I was offered sponsorship there but I didn’t take it because
I was in Australia with my girlfriend at the time and she wanted
to go travelling,” laments Ben, “but then we split up a month later!”
But Ben isn’t bitter about his decision and, after a few months
of travelling, the ambitious chef returned to the UK to carve out
a top career on home soil.
For the last five years he has headed up the kitchen at the busy four star
hotel, spa and wedding venue which is just two minutes’ walk from the
seafront, gaining two AA Rosettes in the process.
“All of the brigade have been recruited and groomed to be the best chefs by
me,” says Ben, who took the helm at the age of 27. “When I was first made head
chef, the workload and level of responsibility were really daunting. Everything is on you.”

Now my name is on the menus so I’m primarily
responsible for everything that goes out of the kitchen.
Ben oversees the running of the hotel’s Connaught brasserie and Blakes restaurant, and the à la
carte menu includes his signature dish: Cheddar cheese soufflé. “It’s one of our best sellers and
is always on the menu. We serve it with a choice of either shallot cream or blue cheese sauce,”
he explains. “Another favourite dish is rump of lamb with baby vegetables and a potato terrine,
which is layered with Parmesan cheese and clarified butter.”

Monkfish and mango ceviche
Ben Nicol, Best Western
Connaught Hotel

Later this month, Mother’s Day will see the hotel packed with mums enjoying a spa day and
afternoon tea with Champagne. A popular spa lunch is pea and broad bean linguine with beetroot
and microcress salad – made with Country Range ingredients.
Ben explains: “The Country Range Frozen Peas are fantastic and they really keep their colour.
Sometimes, under the lights, peas can turn a grey/green colour but not Country Range.
“We also use the Country Range Linguine. With other pastas you
have to add some olive oil to give it a sheen but you don’t have
to do that with the Country Range Linguine – it has a nice shine
of its own which I’m really impressed by.”

Curried vegetable

risotto

Ben’s next aim is to gain a third Rosette for the venue. “I’m really
pushing for that,” he admits. “I definitely have the staff to do it. Last
time they were here the AA inspectors told us we were a very
strong two Rosette so fingers crossed we can do it.”
Under Ben’s leadership, it sounds like they will go far…

MARCH 2018
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NEW FROM COUNTRY RANGE

The Leading Independent
Foodservice Brand

A fruity kick

>> Mango, lime and chilli are
a winning flavour combination.
This sweet and fruity marriage along with the kick
of chilli can be used to elevate an array of dishes.
As caterers look ahead to the summer months
and start planning their menus accordingly, we’re
launching Country Range Mango, Lime and Chilli
Dressing – another time-saving store cupboard
essential to ensure your summer menus sizzle.
It’s a sensational salad dressing – try with
chicken and avocado – and works wonderfully
as a dressing for this Sri Lankan three-bean salad.
It’s an equally brilliant barbecue marinade and is
a tasty glaze without being overpowering for white
fish such as cod.
The Country Range website has lots of suggestions
for using NEW Country Range Mango, Lime and
Chilli Dressing, including a delicious Mango, Lime
and Chilli Cod recipe. Visit www.countryrange.co.uk
/recipes/ for more details.

• Country Range Mango,
Lime and Chilli Dressing
• Pack Size: 2.25ltr

Sri Lankan
Three-Bean
Salad with Mango,
Lime and Chilli
Dressing
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Strawberry & Prose

>> Mothering Sunday, which this year falls on March 11,
is one of the busiest dates in the catering calendar as
mums across the UK hang up their aprons for the day and
are treated to a well-earned meal out with their families.
It’s a day of celebration and appreciation – and also one of indulgence – so
an enticing and decadent desserts offering is definitely the order of the day.
For many, chocolate is the ultimate treat and it’s making an innovative
comeback on the dessert front this year. With focus being placed on
boosting its nutritional value, chocolate is now being seen as a
“healthy indulgence”, which should ease any pangs of guilt when
it comes to ordering dessert on Mother’s Day!
Edible flowers continue to be a big trend in 2018 and can elevate the visual
appeal of desserts and puddings. Our Country Range Fig and Pistachio
Cheesecake, for example is decorated with dried edible flower petals and
is a stunning centerpiece for your Mother’s Day menu.
With such a busy day in prospect, time constraints can mean preparing your own
cakes and desserts from scratch isn’t possible, so take the pressure off and choose
a selection from our delicious, ready-made range…

8 MARCH 2018

Fig and Pistachio Cheesecake

NEW FROM COUNTRY RANGE

Student chefs spice
the competition

up

>> The countdown is on to the coveted final of
the Country Range Student Chef Challenge 2018
– and the competition is definitely hotting up!
After three fiercely-contested semi-finals, 10 teams have qualified
for the Live Grand Final, which takes place in front of an exhibition
audience at Hotelympia on March 7.
Now in its 24th year, the annual Country Range Student Chef
Challenge has become the pinnacle for full-time hospitality college
students looking to develop skills and showcase their culinary
prowess and creativity.
It requires each team of three students to develop and cook a
three-course, three-cover menu in 90 minutes, and this year’s
theme is ‘Around the World in Three Spices’ with teams having to
use a different fresh or ground spice in each of their courses.
Chris Basten, Craft Guild of
Chefs chairman of judges, said:
“Spice themes always ensure
creativity so it’s brilliant to see
such innovative uses of
different spices across the
menus. Balancing spices in
dishes is a tough skill so it’s
obvious a lot of testing and
preparation has been put
into the applications.”

CAK

A round carrot caked cut in half, filled and
topped with sweet frosting and decorated
with a sprinkling of walnut pieces

• Fig and Pistachio Cheesecake
1 x 12ptn
A digestive biscuit base topped with fig
compote and a baked cheesecake, decorated
with dried edible flower petals and flaked
pistachio nuts

Premium frozen fine décor sponge with
strawberry compote and white chocolate
truffle mousse layered with sponge laced
with Prosecco. Topped with strawberry
mousse and garnished with strawberries
and white chocolate shavings.

In addition to taking home the much-coveted title, the three
victorious students will each win a bespoke set of three Flint &
Flame knives, a trip to the 2018 Universal Cookery & Food Festival,
Westlands, in September 2018 and will be treated to one night’s
accommodation and dinner at Michelin-starred restaurant
Simpsons in Kenilworth.
For more information visit www.countryrangestudentchef.co.uk.

• Profiteroles With Chocolate Sauce
1 x 24 (approx.)
Choux Pastry Puffs With A Cream Filling
And A Separate Serving Of Chocolate Sauce

• Salted Caramel Truffle Cheesecake
1 x 12ptn
A baked vanilla cheesecake
with salted caramel topping
sauce decorated with 15 bulbs
of dark chocolate ganache and
dusted with cocoa powder

An enticing
and decadent
desserts offering
is definitely
the order of
the day

Lemon Buttercream Cake

• Lemon Buttercream Cake
1 x 14ptn
A moist sponge filled with a
layer of delicious buttercream
and lemon curd topped with even
more buttercream and finished
with delicate lemon curd swirls.

Don’t forget our range of dairy ice creams –
the perfect accompaniment to your desserts:
• Dairy Mint Chocolate Chunk
Ice Cream 4ltr

Competition organiser, Emma Holden

E MENU

• Handmade Carrot Cake 1 x 14ptn

• Strawberry & Prosecco Charlotte
1 x 14ptn

“The standard of entrants this year has been
remarkably high and the menus put forward
by the student chefs have been absolutely
delicious. Their combined menus have taken
us on a gastronomic trip around the world,
and I’m very excited to see how they further
develop these dishes for the final.”

• Dairy Vanilla Ice Cream 4ltr
• Dairy Triple Chocolate
Ice Cream 4ltr
• Dairy Strawberry Ice Cream 4ltr

Lemon Buttercream
Cake finished with
lemon curd curls

MARCH 2018
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>> Care and hospital
caterers across the
world will be playing
their part to highlight
the importance of good
nutrition and hydration
later this month.

Making a difference every day
Focus events for the week
(commencing March 12):

Blackpool Hospital

Whilst both of these issues are vital throughout the year, March 12-18
sees the return of Nutrition and Hydration Week, with a range of events
to raise awareness to patients, staff and service users.
Now in its sixth year, the aim of the week is to create a global movement
to focus energy, activity and engagement on nutrition and hydration as
a fundamental element of maintaining health and wellbeing.
The week is also continuing focus on the following aims:
• Promoting Mealtimes Matter
and protected mealtimes
• Sharing good nutrition and
hydration practice
• The introduction of minimum
standards for good nutrition
in all settings
• Promoting continued education
and professional development
especially in the health and social
care sector for catering staff

Monday - Breakfast

Thirsty Thursday

Tuesday - Snacks

Fruity Friday

Wednesday 15th
- Global Tea Party
afternoon tea

Smoothie Saturday
Sundae Sunday

In addition, the Royal College of Speech and Language
Therapists will be holding a Swallowing Awareness Day on
March 14. For more information visit http://www.givingvoiceuk.
org/swallowing awareness-day/.

• Improve staff awareness of their
own hydration and nutritional
requirements
• Encouraging the introduction
of nutrition advocates
/champions to each health
and social care setting
• Promoting the 10 Key
Characteristics for Good
Nutritional Care

Andy Jones, co-founder of Nutrition and Hydration Week, said: “It’s brilliant
to see how the week has grown into a global event, and the willingness
of people to collaborate across continents has been fantastic. It is through
these people we have been able to make the week the focal point of the
year for many.”
Like last year, social media will play an important role and
caterers are urged to share news about their work and
events on Twitter (@NHWeek) and Facebook, or by emailing
info@nutritionandhydrationweek.co.uk.
For more information and resources visit
https://nutritionandhydrationweek.co.uk.

Country Range customer Caroline Hargreaves,
who is the site services manager at Blackpool
Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, is
a firm advocate of Nutrition and Hydration Week.
“We always observe it and work closely with our colleagues
in dietetics to arrange events at ward level, with nursing
staff and in the dining rooms.
“Like last year, we’ll be focusing on fluid intake and raising
awareness amongst staff about how much fluid various
containers can hold. The differences can be surprising.
“Good nutrition is vital and it’s really important in a
hospital setting that we can maintain patients’ health
through food, otherwise they’re not going to get fit enough
to have their procedures.
“The week gives us the opportunity to showcase
the things we’re doing in the background and focus
people’s minds.”

Send photos and details
of your Nutrition and
Hydration Week events to
editor@stiritupmagazine.co.uk
MARCH 2018 11
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Putting good nutrition &
hydration on the care menu

FREE FROM
ARTIFICIAL COLOURS,
ARTIFICIAL FLAVOURS,*
ARTIFICIAL PRESERVATIVES,
NO GMO, NO ADDED MSG,
SUITABLE FOR A GLUTEN FREE DIET
& VEGETARIANS

VERSATILE

FREE FROM

• Freeze / Thaw stable
Choose your applications:

• All 18 sauces are suitable for
a Gluten Free diet

• Use straight from the jar hot or cold

• 2012 RD Salt compliant

• Marinate or brush on
• Dip or Topping

• No artificial colours, flavours* or
preservatives (*except the BBQ sauces)

• Sandwich fillings or Salad dressings

• GMO Free / No Added MSG

• Pour over or Stir Fry

• Suitable for Vegetarians

YIELD
Each jar (2.2kg – 2.65kg)
delivers approximately
• 25 - 30 portions when used
as a culinary sauce
• 50+ portions when used as a dip
• 75 - 100 portions when used
in sandwiches

SUITABLE FOR A GLUTEN FREE DIET
For more information on the range of DOLMIO® & UNCLE BEN’S®
Ready to Use Sauce and Rice Foodservice products,
please contact Aimia Foods Ltd, the sole distributor for Mars
Foodservice products in the UK. Call Customer Service 01942 408600
Email customer.services@aimiafoods.com
® Registered Trademark. ©Mars, Incorporated 2017

Students who suffer
from food allergies
are at their “most
vulnerable” when
they start university,
according to a pioneering
university caterer.
Jacqui McPeake, who is the head of catering
at Manchester Metropolitan University and
a regional chair of TUCO (The University
Caterers Organisation), says leaving home
to go to university is a “very dangerous time”
for food allergy sufferers, and caterers should
be especially vigilant.
“Leaving home for the first time is life-changing
for any young person but for those suffering
from food allergies it can be a very dangerous
time because they are having to manage their
allergies for themselves. Prior to this, their
parents probably cooked for them and did the
food shopping, checking labels to ensure things
are free from specific allergens. Peer pressure
also has an influence as some allergy sufferers
don’t want to feel different and may not take
life-saving medication out with them.”
Country Range customer Jacqui, knows the
full extent of the stress and anxiety that food
allergies can have on students, as her
daughter Sophie is severely allergic to gluten,
lactose, potatoes and maize. She’s using her

Jacqui’s tips for dealing
with food allergies:
• Have a stand at Freshers Week to
talk about food allergen awareness
• Meet with residential advisors on
campus to identify students with
food allergies

knowledge and expertise to lead a TUCO
pilot to create a bespoke Code of Practice
for managing food allergens on campus. The
pilot was launched in July last year with 13
universities signing up, and the pilot group is
due to feedback its thoughts this month. The
main scheme will be launched later this year.
In the meantime, Jacqui is urging universities
to gain Allergen Accreditation. MMU was
one of the first universities in the country
to successfully achieve the qualification.
Getting the whole team on board is vital, says
Jacqui. “I challenged my team to each give
up one of the 14 food allergens for a month
so that they could experience first hand what
people with food allergies and intolerances
have to face. I ended up with 24 volunteers
and we raised over £1,000 for Allergy UK in the
process, but it was a really interesting exercise.

Teenagers and young adults are most
at risk of severe reactions
50% of children and young people have
one or more allergy within the first 18
years of life
The UK is in the top three countries in
the world with the highest incidence of
allergy
Each year the number of allergy
sufferers increases by 5% half of all
affected are children and young people
In the last decade, the cases of food
allergies have doubled and the number
of hospitalisations caused by severe
allergic reactions has increased
seven-fold (EAACI, 2015)

sector. I was really quite shocked to hear
that students with allergies are at the
most risk when they first arrive at university
because they don’t want to be singled out
and also hate asking questions about what
their food contains. This means there’s
a great responsibility on the HE sector to
make the information and food options
they need readily available.”

“There are so many misconceptions
surrounding food allergies. For example,
some people think it’s a fad or that cooking
will kill the allergen, but it’s actually a
life-threatening condition and we need
to deal with it in a serious way.”

The TUCO Academy offers two-day courses
on allergen awareness which enable
caterers to better understand procedures
relating to communication of ingredient
information and the characteristics of
food allergies. For more information
visit www.tuco.ac.uk.
For more information on allergen
accreditation visit www.
allergenaccreditation.co.uk.

Matt White, chair of The University Caterers
Organisation (TUCO), commented: “The rise
in food intolerances is already having a
massive impact on the higher education

• Produce a daily allergen chart
for all the dishes being served
• Hold a briefing before service
to educate the counter staff
• Colour code utensils and allergen-free
dishes (Jacqui uses the colour purple)
• Publish an online menu cycle
• Salad bars can be an area of crosscontamination so offer bespoke salad
bowls for people with food allergies
• Train all staff in the use of EpiPens
• Ensure that full nutritional and
allergen information is available
• If the recipe of a dish changes,
ensure customers are informed

There’s a gr
the HE seecat responsibilit y
information t or t o make t on
need reaanddilyfood optionshtehey
available
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University is a very dangerous time”
for students with food allergies
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THE EXPONENTIAL GROWTH
OF PLANT-BASED EATING

INTRODUCING OUR
VEGAN RANGE
Provide that tasty ‘wellbeing’ treat
your customer is looking for...
CRUNCHY & QUINOA
TOPPING

There are currently more than half a
million vegans in the UK, representing
an increase of over 260 % in 10 years.

In addition, there are 1.2million vegetarians, and
the number of people choosing a predominantly
but not exclusively meat-free diet is on the rise
too, so it’s an ideal time for caterers to take a
good look at their vegan offering.
Dominika Piasecka, spokeswoman for The Vegan Society,
advises: “Vegan products are not exclusively for vegans; in fact,
they’re suitable for most diets and religions, and often constitute
a safe food option for all. Offering vegan options in restaurants,
pubs and cafés makes clear commercial sense – it opens up the
potential market to not only half a million vegans in Britain, but
also to a million more vegetarians, the huge number of meat and
dairy reducers, the lactose intolerant, followers of certain religious
groups, the health-conscious, and others who simply enjoy
vegan food from time to time.”
Many products can be made vegan simply by removing or
swapping ingredients such as yogurt, milk and cheese. The
animal-free alternatives are often more cost-effective and
environmentally friendly too.

SPELT & QUINOA VEGAN CROISSANT 80g

MINI SPELT & QUINOA VEGAN CROISSANT 30g

“Caterers should, in the first instance, examine the dishes they
already offer on their menu that could be easily ‘veganised’ sometimes all it takes is removing a pesky small amount of dairy
or egg to create a lovely vegan dish,” continues Dominika.
“A stir-fry will be just as
delicious with soy sauce
Vegan courgette spaghetti s
instead of fish sauce; a curry
pea
and
to
pes
o
cad
with avo
with coconut milk instead
of dairy; ingredients fried
in vegetable oil instead of
animal fat; and so on.”

Oven-baked vegan coc
and vegetable curry witonut
h tofu
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CRUNCHY TOPPING
with a mix of sunflower,
poppy and linseeds

Chain reaction

tel’s Global
Chain restaurants like
According to Mindatabase,
ts
uc
od
New Pr
Zizzi, Wagamama and
increase
there was a 185%of vegan
Wetherspoons all have
r
be
m
nu
e
th
in
dedicated vegan menus
ed in the
products launch and 2016.
while coffee shops Pret a
12
20
UK between
Manger, Starbucks and
Caffe Nero are offering more
and more animal-free products.
Independent caterers need to ensure they’re not left
behind and food manufacturers have responded with
a flurry of vegan-friendly launches.
Central Foods, for
Pumpkin & Beetroot Wraps
example, have increased
their range of vegan
and vegetarian items
with impressive results.
“We’ve definitely seen a
big increase in demand
for these products, both
sweet and savoury items,”
says company MD Gordon
Lauder. “Producers have
risen to the challenge and
created an enormous range of tasty, healthy frozen items that look
great and are easy to prepare. There’s absolutely no reason why
healthy vegetarian and vegan menu items can’t be as delicious
and appealing as any other dishes.”
They recently launched two wraps – the KaterBake Beetroot
Wrap and the KaterBake Pumpkin Wrap – which provide one of
your recommended five-a-day fruit and vegetable intake. Fill with
roasted vegetables and hummus for a delicious handheld snack.

A delicious and generous
blueberry filling
VEGAN BLUEBERRY CROISSANT 80g
filled with an
indulgent blueberry
filling

MINI VEGAN BLUEBERRY CROISSANT 35g

• Ideal for breakfast & lunch
• Vegan
• Source of fibre
• Our Mini Vegan croissants are perfect
for hotel breakfasts, hospitality
and coffee shops

Meanwhile Pidy have launched four new eye-catching, veganfriendly pastry cases (spinach, carrot, beetroot and grilled onion),
which are great for canapés or afternoon tea concepts.

9 in 10 vegans can’t find
‘grab and go’ options

A new survey by The Vegan Society has found that 91%
of vegans sometimes struggle to find ‘grab and go’ food
options, which has prompted the charity to launch its
Vegan on the Go campaign.
The campaign aims to bring attention to the growing demand for
vegan options and to highlight to businesses that veganism is a
market trend which is here to stay. Visit www.vegansociety.com
for more information. >>
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...NOW FILLED
WITH BLUEBERRY
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vegan
Overnight oats with
a glass
chocolate cream in

Young Vegans’ Seitan & Ale Pie

Other popular vegan street
food inspired concepts:
April 2017
A YouGov poll inthan half of
e
or
found that m
longer view
people (56%) no sential
es
an
as
t
mea
r meal.
ingredient to thei

Hashgreen: An all vegan menu including
layers of hand-cut, fried hash potatoes,
topped with mounds of hot goodness,
from guilt-free mac and cheese to chilli-noncarne, finished off with homemade sauces
Club Mexicana: 100% vegan Mexican

The word on the street
It’s a well-known fact that street food
vendors are influencing mainstream
menus – and vegan cuisine is
definitely at an all-time high.
Young Vegans is a new vegan pie and
mash brand based in north London’s trendy
Camden Market. The brand began in 2016
popping up at street food markets across
London as well as festivals and events across
the UK, before securing its first brick and
mortar venue.
Marco Casadei, co-founder of Young Vegans,
says: “Most people don’t want salad or bean
burgers because they are dull so why serve
them? If you want to succeed with plantbased foods you need to create hearty, tasty
food that would satisify even the biggest
carnist. Half my customers don’t even want
salad garnish on their pies.... just straight up
pie ‘n’ mash with gravy. Tells you something
about human nature, vegan or not.”

The Young Vegans menu includes:

Seitan
Seitan &
& Ale
Ale Pie
Pie

(homemade seitan ‘wheatmeat’
cooked in a sweet ale beer)

All
All Day
Day Breakfast
Breakfast Pie
Pie

(scrambled tofu, smoky baked beans,
vegan sausages and caramelised onions)

Curry
Curry Pie
Pie

(butternut squash and chana kala peas
cooked in a medium curry sauce)

Sweet
Sweet Potato
Potato Pie
Pie

(sweet potato, garden peas and carrot
pie with a chickpea crust)
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food. Plant-based soft corn tacos and big
burritos filled with BBQ pulled jackfruit,
guacamole, pink pickled onions, salted
chillies and sour cream

Spice Box: All vegan and gluten-free build your box choosing your base from
brown basmati rice or quinoa pilau and top
it with Jackfruit Tikka Masala, Sweet Potato
& Summer Greens Peanut Curry or Tandoori
Cauliflower Steak

Osu Coconuts: Vegan, gluten-free,
organic coconut based pancakes and
coconut water fresh from the coconut.

Ben Bartlett, brand ambassador for
Lion sauces, agrees: “For a light-bite
option with the warming, aromatic
and moreish flavours of garlic and
soy, tap into one of the hottest global
food trends around and glaze vegan
cheese or Quorn with Korean BBQ
sauce before grilling. Add grated
carrot and crunchy salad leaves and
load into a soft tortilla for an Asianinspired wrap with a difference.”
Fergus Martin, foodservice
development chef, Major
International, adds: “Some of the most
popular flavours at the moment are
Korean and Moroccan as these are
on trend and can be used in many
different dishes from starters like Korean
Fried Cauliflower to mains such as
a vegetable Moroccan tagine with
cauliflower cous cous.”

Spotlight on students
Millennials in particular are driving
the vegan movement forward, with
almost a third consuming meat
alternative products every day and
a further 70% consuming them at
least a few times a week.
With this in mind, Matt White, chair of The
University Caterers Organisation advises:
“With a little imagination, contemporary
meat-free options can be some of the most
delicious and sought-after food choices on

Substitute burger
patties for aubergine

Ban the bland

Flavoursome ready-to-use sauces
are an easy and cost-effective way
to help caterers create delicious
vegan dishes.
Matt Cutts, product director at Mars Food
Europe, advises: “When catering for
vegetarian and vegan diets,
Half of
it’s important to include on
people surveyed
trend flavours on these
know a vegan, over a
menus to encourage
half
(56%) adopt vegan
repeat custom. Mexican
Vegan polenta
buying behaviours and
dishes lend themselves
burger with aubergines
a quarter (26%) think
particularly well as the
public sector food
cuisine already includes
outlets should
great meat-substitutes
provide a vegan
the menu – and can really help to
such as a variety of pulses
option by law.
drive a business’ bottom line.
like kidney, black and butter
“Take the University of Chester, for
beans as well as chickpeas and
example, which has implemented a meatlentils. These are a great source of protein
free bar on campus. The bar was opened
and provide great texture to the dish.
in response to growing demand for more
Freshly baked enchiladas are the perfect
vegetarian and vegan options. Since its
example of this, simply fill with red peppers,
opening, sales have risen by 30% with
black beans and kidney beans, top with
overall take up of vegetarian options also up
Uncle Ben’s Texan Barbecue ready-to-use
by 30% - highlighting the benefits of catering
sauce for that rich Tex-Mex flavour and then
to this market.”
sprinkle with vegan cheese for a delicious,
popular menu item.”

Five tips from Alpro to shake
up your plant-based menu:

1

Go nuts

follow the trend and add
a plant-based coconut hot
chocolate or almond latte to your menu. People
will pick it because it tastes great, and just happens to
be a lighter choice too.

2

Drink your veggies

Juice carrots, greens and beets, or
throw them into a green smoothie
with a piece or two of fruit, like
apples or berries and a dollop of
yogurt, or one of the plant-based
choices, such as soya, which is
rich in plant protein. Add sprinkles
on top such as crushed almonds
or stir in some porridge oats to
make them extra filling.

4Add a salad
It sounds simple but a great rule of
thumb is to serve a salad with every
meal. Try using orange juice to make
a dressing or adding lots of colour
with peppers, grated carrots,
courgette ribbons and grapes.

3 Make plant-

based breakfasts
From omelettes and frittatas stuffed
with colourful peppers to porridge
bowls topped with delicious handfuls
or fruit, nuts and seeds, the choices
are many and varied.

5

Replace
Replace
it with a veg

Many vegetables make good carriers for food.
The latest trend is to use mushrooms to make
burgers, or slices of sweet potato to make a
slider. Use peppers as little pepper pots.

Visit alpro.com for more recipe inspiration.

Professional about Business, Passionate about Food.
The FoodFellas supplies innovative, authentic, high quality food products from around the
world to the foodservice market in the UK and across Europe since 1997.

AvoGrande IQF
Frozen Avocado Slices
20 x 500g

AvoGrande IQF
Frozen Avocado Dices
20 x 500g

AvoGrande
Supreme Guacamole
12 x 500g

Panike Garlic
Ciabatta Bread
60 x 160g

Comida Latina
Churros Sticks
2 x 2kg

The FoodFellas Ltd, Lakeside House, 1 Furzeground Way, Stockley Park East, Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB11 1BD

Simon Taylor-Clarke Email: stc@thefoodfellas.co.uk Tel: 07500 966 733
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Sandwiches with spicy
eggplant and chermoula
paste, tofu and fried leeks

#McYBT
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New for 2018...

Four runner up finalists will win £250’ of kitchen equipment*
FFO
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H
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H
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Step 1

Register at www.
premierfoodservice.co.uk
by 31 March 2018. Within 7
days, we will send you
a competition tool kit,
including a McDougalls
Flour Based Mix

Step 2
Develop your recipe
using a McDougalls
Flour Based Mix and
at least one ingredient
sourced from within
30 miles of
your school

Step 3

Submit your recipe
and pictures of
your creation to
mcdougalls@cirkle.com
by 4th May 2018

Live final to take place at LACA - The Main Event, Thurs 12th July 2018
* The winning school will receive £1,000 of credit with a catering equipment supplier of their choice, to spend on school catering equipment. Each of the four runner up finalist
schools will win £250 of credit with a catering equipment supplier of their choice, to spend on school catering equipment.
Open to UK primary schools only. Opens: 9am on 2 January 2018. Schools may enter one baking team made up of one of their school caterers, aged 18+ and, three of the
school’s pupils, who must be aged 7-11 years, at the date of the live final. Schools may only enter pupils into its baking team with the pupil’s parent or legal guardian’s consent.
School caterers may only enter with their employer’s consent. A panel of judges will select the five schools whose entries best meet their criteria (see T&Cs for detail) to
compete in the live final. The five shortlisted schools’ baking teams will cook their recipe at the live final and a panel of judges will select one winner, based on their criteria
(see T&Cs for detail), to win £1000 credit with the school’s selected catering equipment supplier. The four runner up schools will each win £250 credit with their selected
catering equipment supplier. Participants in the school’s baking team consent (and where participants are under 18, then the school must seek the participant’s parent or
legal guardian’s consent) to the processing of the participant’s personal data by the Promoter and its agency, for the purpose of administering this competition. Promoter:
Premier Foods Group Ltd, Premier House, Centrium Business Park, Griffiths Way, St Albans, AL1 2RE. Full T&Cs apply: www.premierfoodservice.co.uk.

www.premierfoodservice.co.uk
@PremierFoods_FS

With National Apprenticeship Week taking place this month (March 5-9), Jill Whittaker, managing director of
HIT Training – the UK’s expert hospitality training provider – talks about the steps businesses can take to help
change perceptions of the industry and engage the younger generation to take up a career in hospitality…

>> According to recent research
by Best Western’s Career Index,
just 17% of parents view a career
in a hotel or restaurant in a
positive light and a further 31% would
actively discourage their children from
taking up a career in hospitality.
If we are going to attract the younger generation, we’ll need
to convince them that the hospitality industry is a vibrant and
rewarding career path. Fortunately, there are a number of steps
businesses can take to encourage school leavers to work within
the sector.

Changing negative perceptions

First things first, operators need to address the outdated
perceptions around working conditions and long hours, which
just aren’t true anymore. Showcasing the opportunities to progress
up the career ladder will go a long way to attracting more people
to a career in hospitality. After all, there aren’t many other sectors
I know of that offer the chance to be in a supervisory role when
you’re 19 or 20.
We also need to work together to dispel candidates’ view of the
industry as a stop-gap or short-term career option. This is where
providing relevant and engaging apprenticeship programmes can
play a significant role, as they offer employees long-term career
goals, provide a clear path of progression and demonstrate a
company’s investment in its employees. The benefits of this speak
for themselves, with one in three apprentices receiving a promotion
within a year of completing their training.

Top tips on recruiting apprentices:
Build close relationships
with local schools and colleges
Exhibit at careers events
and exhibitions to promote
your apprenticeship
programme
Carry out assessment
days and further interviews
to make sure you’re hiring the
most committed team
members
Ensure the application
process is as simple as
possible

Advertise on national
careers websites and
industry jobs boards

Innovative employment packages

Creating attractive and innovative employment packages
largely means looking at and adapting employee benefits and
development opportunities. It’s about addressing the work/life
balance and fitting in with the key attributes today’s workforce
look for in an employer – such as flexibility, strong corporate social
responsibility credentials and the chance to contribute to society.
These wheels are now in motion with many businesses offering
four-day contracts and tailored learning and development
programmes, but there is still more work to be done.

Engage and encourage

The onus is on us to position the
hospitality sector as a prosperous
career option for the younger
generation. Whether this connection
starts with restaurant and hotel
professionals visiting their local
schools to talk about what they do or
holding work experience for pupils to
find out more about the realities of work
– we need to invest time and resources in
reaching and engaging this age group.

Hire
candidates who
are passionate,
enthusiastic
and above all
prepared
to learn

By implementing a variety of development
programmes, training structures and
engagement strategies, operators
can set a solid foundation to entice
future employees. This will not only
enable businesses to address
current and future resourcing
issues but will result in a more
passionate, brighter and skilled
workforce of the future.
For more information on HIT
Training and the apprenticeships
and training courses it provides,
please visit: https://hittraining.
co.uk/

Hire candidates who
are passionate,
enthusiastic and above all
prepared to learn
Work with a training
provider who can provide
recruitment support,
assisting with advertising
and marketing campaigns
Host work experience
weeks and open days
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ADVICE FROM THE EXPERTS

Attracting and
retaining future talent

PURDEY’S IS AVAILABLE IN TWO FLAVOURS
REJUVENATE - GRAPE & APPLE JUICE
EDGE - SLOE & BLACKBERRY JUICE
DID YOU KNOW
THAT PURDEY’S:

CONTAINS Vitamins C,B2,B3,B6 and B12 contribute to the reduction of tiredness and fatigue.
Vitamin C supports normal function of the immune system
is free from Caffeine
CONTAINS BOTANICAL EXTRACTS
is free from Artificial Colours, Flavourings, Sweeteners & Preservatives
has No Added Sugar

POWER YOUR DAY
EVERYTHING YOU NEED IS INSIDE
KEY FACTS

SUGAR LEVY EXEMPT

£1.35 MRSP

25OML CAN IS
SCHOOL COMPLIANT

NO ARTIFICIAL SWEETNERS, COLOURS,
PRESERVATIVES OR FLAVOURINGS

IDEAL SOLUTION FOR INCLUSION IN
BREAKFAST, LUNCH OR SNACK MEAL DEALS

AVAILABLE IN A 250ML CAN
AND 330ML GLASS BOTTLE

GOT A
QUESTION?

EMAIL US AT ASKFOODSERVICE@BRITVIC.COM

MCA

• More sustainable, and easier to highlight
the provenance of the ingredients
• More cost-effective, especially at a time
of increasing costs

By Mark Wingett
Editor, MCA.
Eating and
Drinking Out
Market Insight

• Healthier, which is becoming more
important to younger consumers
We’ve also seen more operators open
vegetarian or vegan restaurants and
concepts recently. Pret A Manger has
successfully opened and expanded
three ‘Veggie Pret’ stores in London,
MCA has highlighted concepts such as
Ceremony, which is a new vegetarian
and cocktails restaurant; and By Chloe,
which is opening shortly as a vegan
concept brought over from New York.
There are also countless other concepts
developing, with some starting as street
food and building up a following.

Flexitarian,
vegetarian
and vegan
- the demand for meat
alternatives is increasing.
MCA first identified ‘flexitarian’ as a trend
in 2015 as we saw more consumers moving
away from red meat into white and plantbased foods. This was part of an increased
awareness of sustainability, environmental
and health grounds, but equally as plantbased foods provided a perfectly appealing
alternative, such as falafel.
This trend has continued to grow, as both
consumers and chefs have realised that
plant-based products and ingredients
can deliver attractive, interesting meals
that deliver on many fronts:

In fact, it is these emerging street food
operators that are providing authentic
cuisines with regional specialities from
India and South East Asia that are driving
consumer engagement. One fascinating
trader is ‘Everybody Love Love Jhal Muri
Express’ which provides vegetarian
Bengali snacks served in paper cones,
which are so tasty! Another brand serving
vegetarian Indian street food, but this
time with craft beer, is Bundobust, based
in Leeds and Manchester, and they have
been getting rave reviews.

VIVA
27 x 200ml

Viva Flavoured Milk
is full of natural
goodness and it...
www.pritchitts.com
PRI15214 - Stir It Up - HPH.indd 1
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Veggie Superfood
Box Salad

The key for all operators is to ensure that
there are meat-free alternatives and
plant-based dishes on menus, but not stuck
in a sad corner with a big vegetarian label
on it! Provide attractive, appealing,
interesting dishes, which ought to appeal
to all consumers, and focus on the healthy,
sustainable, plant-based attributes –
and you’ll have a winner!

The No.1 Flavoured
Milk in schools

27 x 200ml

27 x 200ml

•
•
•
•
•

Complies with government guidelines for school meal standards
Contains protein, essential vitamins, minerals and calcium
Is low in fat without compromising on taste
Contains less than 3.8g of added sugar
Is ideal as a healthy, ﬁlling snack or to help pupils hydrate after
sport
• Has added vitamin D – ‘the sunshine vitamin’ – to help the
absorption of calcium
• Contains no artiﬁcial sweeteners, colours or preservatives
20/12/2017 11:43

Catering in the
care sector can
be a big challenge,
with food often
viewed as a form
of medicine to help people
get better.
The eating habits of older people in
hospitals and those living in care homes
has changed dramatically in recent years.
Gone is the post-war simple food that
was associated with that generation –
today’s Baby Boomers are widely
travelled and are looking for more
adventurous flavours.
Herbs and spices can transform a dish
and are a healthy way to introduce more
flavours. Turmeric, for example, is the
spice of the moment and is also a great
anti-inflammatory.

WIN

*
£100

voucher every
week!*

DICKSON’S DIARY

For diners who have difficulty chewing
and/or swallowing, try serving slowbraised beef or lamb spiced with
Country Range Moroccan Seasoning.
The flavours will evoke memories of
times they have spent travelling whilst
the texture is easy to eat.

Country Range Granola

Replace mashed potato with butternut
squash or sweet potato, which is more
nutritious, and add dried fruits and nuts
which are great for sharp minds and
gut health.
Provide small and nutritious meals, little
and often. Fortify soups using Country
Range Pulses, which are loaded with
folate, iron, calcium, magnesium, zinc and
potassium, and add lentils as thickening
agents before blending.
You could also try making your own
granola using Country Range Flaked Oats
and Country Range Honey or Agave and
Maple Syrup for a tasty and healthy start
to the day.
For a delicious and nutritious dessert for
all age groups, layer some pureed Country
Range Frozen Fruits in cheesecake style
pots with layers of granola and custard,
and add texture with crushed nuts.

For children in the care sector, the most
important thing is to give them healthy
versions of the food that they are used
to, such as their favourite handheld
snacks and takeaways. Gourmet
burgers with sweet potato fries are
a good call or try making your own
chicken goujons using Country Range
Chicken Breast Fillets.
For sweet treats, try homemade
flapjacks and coconut bites covered
in melted Country Range Chocolate
Drops. Delicious!

Paul Dickson
Country Range development chef

Gold Double Weekly Windfall
Win a £100 Love2shop voucher every
week* with Millac Gold Double
Simply enter the code on the top of your Millac Gold Double pack at
www.millacgolddouble.co.uk for your chance to win every week from
February to April.

One product - multiple uses!
• It’s versatile – use it as you would use double cream in all dishes sweet
and savoury, hot and cold
• It doesn’t split – even at high temperatures or when used with acidic
ingredients
• It’s more stable than cream – it doesn’t over-whip and can be re-whipped
• It whips up to 3 times its volume – that’s 50% more than dairy cream
• It has a long, ambient shelf life which means reduced wastage
• It tastes as good as dairy cream

Don’t miss out on your chance to win - stock up today!
www.millacgolddouble.co.uk
*Free prize draw open to bona ﬁde caterers resident in the UK, Channel Islands or the Isle of Man aged 18 or over only.
One £100 Love2shop voucher to be won every week from 05/02/18 – 29/04/18. Full t&c’s available at www.millacgolddouble.co.uk
Promoter: Lakeland Dairy Sales Limited, Kingﬁsher House, 21-23 Elmﬁeld Road, Bromley, Kent, BR1 1LT. Love2shop is not a
participant in or sponsor of this promotion.

PRI15195 - Stir It Up - HPH - v2.indd 1

02/01/2018 11:52
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THE MELTING POT

Take care

By 2040, nearly one in four people in the
UK (24.2%) will be aged 65 or over. As the
population enjoys a longer lifespan, the need
for residential care in our twilight years is
growing, and care caterers are having
to deal with a wide range of dietary
and medical conditions.
As the Baby Boomer generation, who have
travelled widely, start to reach an age where
they may require residential care, how should
menus be adapted to reflect their tastes?
And, with 850,000 people currently living with
dementia in the UK, how can you best cater for
their condition? Similarly, special attention is
required for dysphagia sufferers.
Here, nine care sector chefs and industry
experts share their tips on recipes and practices
that have worked well for them and been well
received in care homes.

Gary Ford

head chef at
St Monica Trust
and chair of
the National
Association of
Care Catering
South West region

Treat
yourself
Chocolate mousse
powders are brilliant
for creating easy-to-eat
desserts for elderly
diners. They’re a rich,
indulgent treat.

To ensure that our menu reflects
the diverse and often adventurous
tastes of our residents, I chat with them
regularly at our food forums. Here we talk
about the foods they love and those they’re
perhaps not so keen on. They really value
being part of the decision process. For our
residents with dementia, we make sure
they have access to snacks 24 hours a day,
as some like to eat small amounts more

A watermelon and
blueberry smoothie with
gooseberries and peaches

regularly. Finger
food is ideal for this.
Presentation of dishes
is also important, including
the visual contrast between the food and
plate, and the area around the plate.
Good examples of finger food are:

• High-calorie flapjack tray bake
or similar types of sweet foods to obtain
maximum calories with minimal mass

• Sausages
• Cheese chunks
• Fruit dipped in chocolate
• Sandwich fingers
Dysphagia afternoom tea sandwich
platter

Oliver Smith

executive chef at
Wetherby Manor
care home, part of
luxury elderly care
provider Hadrian
Healthcare Group,
and NACC Care Chef of the
Year 2015
It’s really important to get to know each
resident. I have weekly meetings with
Wetherby Manor’s manager, who is also a
nurse, and we check on calorie intakes and
health changes to make sure everyone is
getting the right nutritional balance. I see
our residents every day as food is served and
it’s great, they tell me exactly what they think,
which means we can keep improving. Also
their needs can change from day to day
depending on their health and we respond to
that. We aim for the highest quality every day
and always prepare from fresh ingredients.
Roasted peach with Swiss meringue and
almond granola is a great looking dessert
with great flavour. Residents have loved the
sweetness and contrasting textures of the
soft meringue and granola. Visit www.
stiritupmagazine/recipes/ for the full recipe.
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Kerrymaid brand
ambassador and
care executive chef
at Chelsea Court
Place, London

Catering for the elderly can be a unique
and challenging task but can be a rewarding
process when residents enjoy what they
are eating. My top tips for care catering are:
• Use smoothies throughout the day to
promote hydration, fortify diets and
increase calorie consumption
• Using show plates can help residents
living with dementia make a more
informed choice about their meals.
Plate up example dishes as a visual
prompt for residents living with dementia
to help them feel more confident in their
decisions and stimulate their appetites
• Create an information card for each
resident with their allergens, nutritional
needs, dietary requirements and food
like and dislikes

Frances Booth

category marketing
manager, Lotus
Bakeries

Liquidised diets can
seem unpalatable resulting
in refusal to eat, which in
turn leads to weight loss and under-nutrition
and therefore causes a larger scale problem.
Instead, these residents require very small,
nutrient dense appealing foods so that this
does not occur.
In just 1-2 teaspoons of Lotus Biscoff Smooth
Biscuit Spread a resident can receive 118
calories and 0.5g protein in one tasty snack.
It’s perfect as a standalone high calorie
snack, or it can be added into various soft
breakfast meals such as porridge.

Andrew Joret
British Egg
Industry
Council
chairman

Runny eggs can go
back the menu for all customers after
the Food Standards Agency (FSA)
issued new advice stating that eggs
carrying the British Lion mark can
now be safely eaten runny, or even
raw, by vulnerable groups such
elderly people.

pre-dementia. Creating themed
evenings could also be an excellent
option to excite patients by enhancing
the whole experience, by infusing
aromas throughout the room, to complement
your theme before entertaining. Like a night
back at the fun fair with cotton candy aroma
and fun fair inspired menu, a curry night
with various spice aromas or a garden
party with herb and flower aromas.

• Ideas for soft textured foods include

soft omelette, smooth quiche filling,
scrambled egg, sweet or savoury baked
egg custard (can be made with fortified
milk), soft baked egg, smooth no-bake
cheesecake filling, traditionally made
tiramisu (well soaked sponge fingers)

• Soft food for people with dysphagia

should be served in pieces no larger
than 1.5cm

• Soft dishes like these could also be
pureed for residents who require
pureed food due to dysphagia

A smooth Quiche
filling is a perfecLtorraine
textured food for v soft
groups such as theulnerable
elderly
Mark Tilling

UK Chocolate
Master and winner
of the first series of
Bake Off Crème de
la Crème

Fergus Martin

foodservice
development chef,
Major International

We’re getting to the point
where residents’ tastes
will have been influenced
by travel and the global cuisines they may
have encountered in home cooking. This
poses a potential advantage to care home
caterers, as the creative ways other cultures

Chocolate mousse powders, such as
those produced by Callebaut, are brilliant
for creating delicious, easy-to-eat desserts
for elderly diners. They’re a rich and
indulgent treat with the real taste of Belgian
chocolate. Add a layer of fruit puree for
extra nutritional value, such as orange
puree, then top with grated orange
zest for a premium looking dessert.

Alex Hall

Tomato soup topped
with herb breadcrumbs

head of the culinary
team at Unilever

Whatever the season,
there are few dishes
more comforting either
to prepare or to eat than
a bowl of soup. It’s also a great tool for any
chef working in elderly care for many reasons.

Simply spoon in a 20g portion and stir
into freshly made porridge where it will
melt into the warm mix. It also works well
in a range of desserts and can be added
to milkshakes. One particular favourite is
a Chocolate and Biscoff Mousse. The full
recipe is available online at www.
stiritupmagazine.co.uk/recipes/.

Hydration

Keeping residents wellhydrated is a major challenge, but did
you know on average 20% of our water
intake comes from food? Soup is a great
way to help ward off dehydration.

Sam Rain Sosa

Nutrition

brand ambassador

People who suffer with
dementia are affected by
a loss of appetite due to
numerous reasons; a
really effective way of
encouraging people to eat can be hugely
helped by using aromas and flavourings.
When infusing an aroma into an environment
or giving a recipe more intense flavour,
patients are much more likely to consume
and enjoy their food, which could assist
with bringing back past memories from

Dysphagia hints and tips

use texture and flavour could be used to
develop recipes for residents with special
dietary or medical requirements. You could
create a spicier flavour or gluten-free and
vegetarian dishes by adding a Mari Base
to an existing recipe which would instantly
give you a different take on it, without
adding time onto your preparation.
Something like Moroccan shredded
chicken would be a good example as
it needn’t be too spicy and provides a
good balance between adventurous
global flavours and comforting food.

Soup is the perfect format to
enhance with protein, extra vitamins or
more calories. Noodles and croutons or
evaporated milk and cream can add vital
calories, while shredded meats can bring
depth of flavour and extra protein. Finely
chopped veg in soup is an easy way of
getting towards eating five a day, while
beans and pulses offer vitamins, calories
and protein all at once.

Ease of eating

For residents who
have problems with appetite or swallowing,
soup is a great way to eat a familiar dish
whilst being versatile enough for chefs
to adapt to residents’ individual needs.
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THE MELTING POT

Matt Dodge

CREATING

REAL
POINTS

Introducing our NEW Menu Signatures Staycrisp Medium and Julienne Skin-on Fries. Rustic,
skin-on fries for authentic fresh-style appeal. Featuring our unique StaycrispTM coating, for
gluten-free fries that stay hotter for longer creating a thrilling menu experience.
Touch every sense. Discover new seasoning and flavour secrets that work brilliantly with the
new additions to our Staycrisp Fries range to transform your fries into a menu event.

For more info visit at www.mccainfoodservice.co.uk/ignite

Hear more

@McCainFoods_B2B

@McCain Foodservice (GB)

E: foodservice@mccain.co.uk
T: 0800 146 573 (GB)/1800 409 623 (ROI)
© (2017), McCain Foodservice

ON THE RANGE

The Leading Independent
Foodservice Brand

On the Range

Spiced lamb
tagine

Grant Tomkins

Win a tagine,
cookbook and
Country Range
spices on
page 29
As we herald the start of the new season,
one much-loved ingredient is “springing”
up on menus everywhere.
Spring lamb is a popular choice and this tender and sweet pink
meat can be used in a host of fantastic dishes.
A particular favourite for Grant Tomkins, executive head chef at the
Tewin Bury Farm Hotel in Hertfordshire, is spiced lamb tagine with
coriander and lemon cous cous.
He says: “Using our very own Hampshire Down lambs born and bred
on the farm, this is always a winner, served with cous cous and some
warmed flat bread - fragrant, spicy and delicious! We serve it on our
pub menu and for conference dinners. It’s a regular on our blackboard
specials, and it always goes down really well.”
All of the dry store ingredients in the
dish are Country Range – an own
brand Grant champions and trusts.
“There are a lot of different
spices, all of which are fresh and
authentic and add a real depth of
flavour to the dish,” he continues. “I also
use Country Range Whole Apricots in
the cous cous, which are a top notch
product and always very consistent.”

All of the dry store
ingredients in the dish are
Country Range – an own
brand Grant champions
and trusts.

Ingredients
1kg diced leg of lamb
30ml Country Range
Olive Pomace Oil
1 medium onion,
chopped small
3 tsp chopped garlic
100g Country Range
Chopped Tomatoes
1 tbsp Country Range
Tomato Paste
1 ltr Country Range
Chicken Bouillon
3 tsp Country Range
Ground Cinnamon
1 tbsp Country Range
Ground Cumin
1 tsp Country Range
Ground Tumeric

Method
1. Preheat the oven to
160°C/325°F/Gas 3.
2. Braise the lamb in the
chicken stock in a thick
bottomed pan for 30 minutes.
3. In a separate pot brown
the chopped onion in a little
oil, add the garlic and spices,
chopped tomatoes and
the puree.
4. Add the braised lamb and
the remaining stock and cook
for a further hour on a gentle
simmer until lamb is tender
and the stock has thickened.

1 tbsp Country Range Honey
Juice of ½ a lemon
½ tin Country Range Chick Peas

For the Cous Cous

200g Country Range Cous Cous
1 tsp Country Range Ground
Cumin
1 tsp Country Range Smoked
Paprika
2 tbsp Country Range Olive
Pomace Oil
1 tsp Country Range Lemon Juice
1 tbsp Finely chopped
coriander leaves
2 tbsp Country Range
Whole Apricots, chopped
Boiling hot water
5. Pour the cous cous into
a mixing bowl and add the
olive oil, cumin and paprika.
Toss well to ensure the cous
cous is well coated.
6. Cover the cous cous
with boiling hot water and
the lemon juice, and cover
the bowl.
7. Leave to stand for 10
minutes, then using a fork “fluff”
up the cous cous by vigorously
scraping and stirring.
8. Just before serving fold
through the fresh coriander
and chopped apricots, and
a good seasoning of salt.
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WALES HUNGRY
FOR SUCCESS
>> Chefs representing the Culinary Association
of Wales are hungry for success as they prepare
to put their cooking skills to the test at Hotelympia
this month.
Culinary Team Wales is competing in La Parade des Chefs
at the International Salon Culinaire for the first time in 10 years.
Wales will be up against the national teams from England and
Scotland who will be given six hours to prepare a three-course
meal for 110 people, replicating the Culinary World Cup rules.

UK HAS THE
“MOST BORING”
LUNCHES
>> The UK has the worst
lunches in the world, according
to our international counterparts.
63% of workers worldwide said
the UK has the most boring
lunches, according to research
conducted by Kit Out My Office.
At the other end of the scale is
Mexico, which was voted as
having the best lunches, with
meat-filled tacos and empanadas
proving extremely popular.
Respondents voted for what they
considered the least and most
appetising lunches without the
place of origin being shown.

Culinary Team Wales (from left) Sergio Cinotti, Hefin Roberts,
Tiby Beevers, Alys Evans, Jason Hughes and Danny Burke

Kit Out My Office commissioned
the survey of 7,391 individual
workers from around the world as
part of a wider project which aims
to understand how productivity in
the workplace can be improved
through small changes.

Mexico was voted as ,
ches
having the best lun os
tac
led
-fil
with meat
proving popular.
The worst 5 UK lunches:
1 Cheese toastie
2 Tuna pasta
3 Sausage roll & crisps
4 Jacket potato & beans
5 Microwaveable pizza
The most appetising lunches
from around the world:
1 Tacos de Cazo (Mexico) -

Fried taco fillings are a common
lunch choice, with slow-cooked
pork shoulder being the favourite.

2 Chicken and Avocado Wrap
(Australia)
3 Ramen Noodle Soup (Japan)

The finishing touch bringing decadence and luxury
to your desserts and beverages.

*Available in 1.89ltr

*Available
in 500ml

*Available in 500ml

www.monin.com
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COUNTRY CLUB

Portable
prize
In a world of portable and pocket
-sized everything, this mini projector
is the latest tech must-have.
We’ve got an Orimag P6 Portable Smart Mini DLP LED WiFi
Projector to give away to one lucky Country Clubber.
Enjoying a film on a big screen makes for a better-watching
experience and the P6 is a great projector for home cinema.

WIN

A P6
Portable
Projector

Smaller than any other projector (43mm x 43mm x 45mm), this super
mini size gadget provides up to 120” projection, and its portable design allows it to be
taken to travel or outdoor activities. It works by wirelessly connecting to any device for
an extreme visual experience.
For your chance to bag this portable prize, send an email titled ‘Pocket Projector’, along
with your name, contact details and the name of your Country Range Group wholesaler,
to competitions@stiritupmagazine.co.uk.

Terrific

tagines

WIN

A traditional
Moroccan
tagine

Our On the Range recipe
this month is a delicious spiced
lamb tagine created by Grant Tomkins.

For centuries, North African cuisine has relied on unusuallooking tagine cooking pots whose cone-shaped lid ensures
steam cools and drips back down into the food. The result is
succulent, tender food full of flavour.
To help you create the perfect dish, we’re giving away a
traditional Moroccan tagine, along with a ‘Tagine and More’
cookbook and a selection of Country Range spices.
For versatility, the pot can either be used in the oven or on
the hob with a heat diffuser.
Made from glazed terracotta with a stylish striped design,
the tagine is great for sitting in the centre of the dining table
and letting guests tuck in.
The 128-page recipe book features an enticing collection
of traditional and contemporary recipes for tagines with a
new twist, plus an array of fresh-tasting starters, roasts and
drinks – including couscous, breads, salads and mint tea –
to complete the perfect meal.
To enter, simply send an email titled ‘Tagine’, along with
your name, contact details and the
name of your Country Range Group
wholesaler, to competitions@stiritup
magazine.co.uk.

Aroma-therapy
Aromas are a brilliant way to add an
extra dimension to your dishes.
They’re often mistakenly
considered applicable only for
high-end restaurants but, as Sam
Rain demonstrates in our Melting
Pot feature this issue, they work
wonders in the care sector too.
For dementia sufferers, aromas
can evoke memories and
enhance their dining experience.
With this in mind, our friends at
HB Ingredients are giving away
four aromas – Toffee, Ripe Banana,
Natural Lime and Rose – along with two bags of Callebaut
Chocolate Mousse powder (one white, one dark), plus a
copy of chocolatier Jean Pierre Wybauw’s ‘Chocolate
Without Borders’ book.
For your chance to win this prize worth £250, send an
email titled ‘Aromas’, along with your name, contact details
and the name of your Country Range Group wholesaler,
to competitions@stiritupmagazine.co.uk.

WIN

A chocolate
and aroma
bundle

Closing date for all competitions: 31st March 2018. All winners will be notified by 30th April 2018. Postal entries for all of the competitions can be sent to:
Country Range Group, PO Box 508, Burnley, Lancashire BB11 9EH. Full terms and conditions can be found at: www.stiritupmagazine.co.uk/about
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Keeping you up-to-date on new products and services within the foodservice industry

A NEW NAME IN

IGNITE THE SENSES

QUALITY HOT
CHOCOLATE

- AND YOUR PROFITS

>> Hot beverages specialist JDE Professional
is introducing a new premium hot chocolate
to help vending operators make the most of
rising sales.
Cocoa Fantasy, which contains 15% Utz-certified cocoa,
is made with larger cocoa beans that are carefully
selected from the world’s top cocoa growing regions,
guaranteeing a richer, fuller flavour.
Closely monitored from blossom to
dried beans, cocoa beans selected
for Cocoa Fantasy are then gently
cleansed and roasted at individual
temperatures to create the perfect
cup of hot cocoa.
Research shows that hot chocolate
and mocha are the second most
popular hot drinks in outlets –
second only to latte. It is also the
fastest growing hot beverage in
coffee shops, compared to all the
other coffee alternatives, such as
milk, fruit and herbal teas, chai
lattes and smoothies.

>> McCain Foods
is launching New
Menu Signatures
Staycrisp Medium
and Julienne
Skin-on Fries,
helping caterers to
ignite the senses of
their customers and stand
out from the competition with
fresh-style, crispy fries that stay hotter for longer.
The two new cut options extend the popular
Staycrisp range of fries, giving caterers the
opportunity to deliver a thrilling dining experience
with a choice of rustic-style gluten-free, hot and
crispy fries to match their any menu Catherine
Rigg, McCain Foods senior brand manager, said:
“Offering seasoned fries is on-trend right now
and an easy way to meet consumer demand
for unique flavour experiences without drastically
changing the menu, but it also increases profits
as you can charge a premium for your fries.”

Teatime Treats

With no artificial colours, flavours or preservatives, Dr. Oetker’s
Wellcare range of hassle-free reduced sugar mixes and gluten
free sponge and cupcake mix has been developed to help cater
for a range of dietary needs without compromising on taste.
Visit www.oetker-professional.co.uk
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>> Britvic has extended its range for multivitamin
drink brand, Purdey’s, with the launch of a new
250ml can format.
The convenient on-the-go variant will target consumers looking
for immediate refreshment, unlocking true scale through a format
for every occasion.
Leading the way in the healthy energy drinks category, in the last
year alone Purdey’s has seen penetration growth of over 40%
and value growth of 63%.
It offers a soft drink that tastes great and appeals
to health-conscious consumers looking for a more
sustained energy boost from vitamins as opposed
to caffeine.
With its high juice content, vitamins and botanical
extracts, Purdey’s is free from caffeine, artificial
colours, flavourings, sweeteners and preservatives.
With no added sugar, it is exempt from the Sugar
Levy which is introduced next month.

PATERSON’S INTRODUCE
SCOTTISH CREAM MINI PACKS
>> Britain’s leading shortbread brand Paterson’s
has announced a new addition to its foodservice
mini pack range.
Paterson’s Scottish Cream Mini Packs feature the brand’s same
authentic and treasured recipe, but with the addition of fresh
double cream sourced from Edinburgh’s Pentland Hills.
Ideal as part of the complimentary service throughout the catering
and hospitality sector, as well as for sale in cafés or coffee shops,
the launch meets the growing market demand for mini pack and
portion controlled biscuit options (Allegra, 2016), whilst offering
provenance – a key purchasing factor for consumers (Mintel, 2017).

• Paterson’s Scottish Cream Shortbread Fingers – 40g x 48
(two fingers per pack, presented in a display SRP)
• Paterson’s Scottish Cream Mini Pack Assortment – 100 x two
biscuit mini packs, comprising of three varieties; Shortbread
Fingers, Shortbread Thistle Rounds and Chocolate Chip
Shortbread Thistle Rounds.

LION LAUNCHES
WORLD FLAVOURS
>> Lion has unveiled its full
range of World Flavours sauces
for the foodservice market.
The collection of sauces, dressings and mayonnaises has
been developed to give caterers and chefs a quick and simple
way to bring the authentic flavours of popular food trends and
cuisine influences to UK menus.
The range comprises 17 sauces inspired by American, Mexican,
Middle Eastern and Pan Asian foods. Lion World Flavours is
available in 1-litre bottles and can be used across the menu as
dips, toppings, marinades, glazes and cooking ingredients to
bring a world of flavours to dishes.

Gluten-free sausage rolls

FLEX YOUR MUSSELS!
>> Pidy have launched an innovative
mussel-shaped pastry case to help
caterers create inventive canapés.
They’re available in three flavours - black mineral, butter
and parsley butter - and measure 67 x 32 x 10mm.
Also available from Pidy are new shortcrust straightsided 8.5cm tartlets, which come in three different
flavours black cocoa, speculoos and chocolate.

>> Frozen food distributor Central Foods has
boosted its FreeFrom range with the introduction
of a gluten-free sausage roll.
The Menuserve unbaked, unglazed
gluten-free puff pastry sausage roll is
filled with lightly seasoned British pork
and is ideal for a wide range of catering
and hospitality outlets.
Perfect for a plated meal or a light lunch,
as well as a grab-and-go or takeaway
option, the sausage roll is the latest in
a wide range of free-from items supplied
by the distributor, which include both
savoury and sweet products.

GO FOR GOLD

>> Callebaut has launched
new Gold Caramel Callets to
tap into the ongoing trend for
caramel desserts.
The Belgian chocolate callets have an
intense yet well balanced caramel
chocolate taste with rich notes of toffee,
butter, cream and an exciting dash of salt.
Warm caramel and pale amber in colour,
they’re perfect for moulding pralines,
piping decoration, mousses, garnaches,
tarts, ice cream and glazes.

VEGETARIAN
MOUSSE SLICES
>> Cooldelight’s new pre-portioned vegetarian
mousse slices are a unique, cold-dessert idea.
Perfect for spring/summer menus and aimed at the education and
healthcare sectors, as well buffet catering, these gelatin-fee slices
are available in three flavours: raspberry, lemon and chocolate.
They consist of 40g slices of creamy mousse on a sponge base,
with a sauce topping.
Cooldelight Vegetarian Mousse Slices also have a guaranteed
“nut-free” status – manufactured in a nut-free environment.
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National Trust cooks up
partnership with The
School of Artisan Food
>> The National Trust has turned to The School of
Artisan Food to help its top chefs develop innovative
menus using locally-sourced, seasonal and sustainable
ingredients at its properties across the country.
Using the extensive kitchens and teaching facilities,
the school’s food experts worked with 10 chefs
“We’re
for several days on cheesemaking, breadmaking,
passionate
venison butchery, gnocchi and risotto.
about developing
The School of Artisan Food is a not-for-profit
a seasonal and
organisation and registered charity dedicated
sustainable food
to teaching skills in all aspects of sustainable
culture”
and artisan food production.
“We’re passionate about developing
a seasonal and sustainable food culture so working with the
National Trust’s chefs means we can spread the gospel far and wide.
We can help them develop
their skills and that means
better menus and better
food for the millions of
people who visit their
wonderful properties
every year,” said school
MD Julie Byrne.
For more information
visit https://www.
schoolofartisanfood.org/.

NEW SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
FOR ASPIRING CHEFS
>> The World’s 50 Best Restaurants
organisation and Banco Bilbao Vizcaya
Argentaria (BBVA) has announced the “50 Best
BBVA Scholarship”, which will provide unique
opportunities for aspiring chefs from all
around the world.
The recipient

will be invited
The annual scholarship
to work at Mugaritz in San
scheme will identify
Sebastian, Spain, and Atelier
talented chefs and seek
Crenn in San Francisco, USA
to develop their potential
with the aid of internships or ‘stages’ in the
kitchens of some of the world’s best restaurants.

For the inaugural scholarship in 2018, the recipient will be
invited to work at Mugaritz in San Sebastian, Spain, and Atelier
Crenn in San Francisco, USA, over a three-month period.
Aspiring chefs with less than three years’ experience
in a professional kitchen, as well as ambitious culinary
students, are invited to apply online at
https://wrbookings.50bestscholarship.com.
Andoni Luis Aduriz, chef-owner of Mugaritz, said: “My parents
didn’t have the resources to pay for my culinary studies and
I couldn’t access the knowledge I was hungry for. Sometimes
you need for those doors to be opened in other ways.
That’s why initiatives like the 50 Best BBVA Scholarship are
important, because they help democratise the idea that we
need to support talent regardless of the resources they have
access to. If you’re working to create a different world, you
need to open new roads for those that want to do the same.”
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Scottish Cream

Shortbread
Mini Packs

Paterson’s Scottish Cream Mini Pack Assortment

Paterson’s Scottish Cream Shortbread Fingers

100 x 2 biscuit mini packs
40 x 40g Shortbread Fingers
30 x 32g Shortbread Thistle Rounds
30 x 32g Chocolate Chip Shortbread Thistle Rounds
Product code: F5231

2x 20g Shortbread Fingers per pack
48 mini packs per case, presented in
a display SRP.
Product code: F5611

Paterson’s Scottish Cream Shortbread mini packs present the perfect solution for hotels,
B&Bs and cafés looking to treat their guests to a delicious Scottish treat.
www.paterson-arran.com
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Here we are in March, when we’ll
be crowning the new winners of
the Country Range
Student Chef
Challenge. As ever
entries came in and
Chris Basten found
it hard to streamline
down to the final few
for the semi-finals a
few weeks ago, and it
will be even harder to pick the
winners I’m sure! This just shows
you the abundance of talented
young chefs we have out there.
We are already planning the
winning team’s prize of a trip to
this year’s Universal Food and
Cookery Festival at Westlands in
Worcestershire, and this will give
them the chance to add to their
education with some all-round
demos and networking.
The next big event we have in
our Craft Guild calendar is our
AGM in early April, this year at a
new venue of The Victory Services
Club, London. Here we will select
the next committee to drive us
through 2018 and into 2019. If you
are a member and are interested
in being part of the committee
please contact us at the office via
enquiries@craftguildofchefs.org,
or indeed if you would like to come
along to the lunch, and for that you
do not need to be a member, again
please let us know.
We have already started the Major
Series with a good amount of entries,
and continue this through to May.
Also in May we have the Wessex Salon
down at Brockenhurst College where
we normally open up to around 500+
entries, both junior and senior.
This year we celebrate our 25th
awards at the Grosvenor House,
entries are closed, but the booking
of places is still open for the next
few weeks.
It is really good to see
how Sean Comiskey
uses walnut halves
in this month’s Five
Ways to Use - always
worth a try.
Enjoy

Five ways to use...

Walnut Halves
Walnuts are renowned for their
health-giving qualities, providing
a great source of plant-based
omega 3 fats, along with a host
of other vitamins and minerals.
They’re also extremely versatile and add
nutritional value to a range of sweet and
savoury dishes as former Country Range
Student Challenge Chef finalist Sean
Comiskey demonstrates…

1. Banana and walnut bread,
milk ice cream, walnut praline
This is a really simple recipe that combines
butter, sugar, vanilla and banana with eggs
and self-raising flour to create a thick batter.
Add some honey and walnuts and pour into
a loaf tin to bake. Make a fresh ice cream
from egg yolks, sugar and warm milk which is
churned and frozen. Make a simple praline from
sugar syrup and walnuts, cool and blitz in to a
fine crumb. Serve the slices of the bread with
a scoop of the ice cream rolled in the praline.

2. Pickled red cabbage, young
Blue Buck cheese, walnut and
thyme tart
Make a pastry by rubbing butter, flour and
thyme together before blind baking in small
tart cases which can then be filled with freshly
made pickled red cabbage. Candy the walnut
halves by shallow frying them in sugar syrup
and use to top the pickled cabbage before
crumbling on some blue cheese and baking.
Finish with a pickled walnut.

3. Pork fillet with
sticky walnut and
TIP
apricot stuffing
Roast walnuts

For a great alternative
to a Sunday lunch take
some walnut halves, add
them to a sugar syrup
and allow to cool. Make
a mousseline from egg
whites, pork, apricots and the

to make a praline
and cover with
a light caramel,
blitz to a fine
crumb.

About Sean
Comiskey
Sean trained at
South East Regional
College in Lisburn,
Northern Ireland,
and was a 2016
Country Range Student
Chef Challenge finalist.

Sean Comiskey

Following roles at the
illustrious Deans in Belfast
and the Ballyrobin Country Lodge Hotel, he
recently started working at Outlaw at the Capital
after completing a stage there last October.

sticky walnuts and use the mix to stuff a butterflied
pork fillet which is rolled with caul fat and then cling
film. Steam and then finish in a pan with butter before
serving with seasonal greens and apple sauce.

4. Maple walnut granola clusters
To create a great snack or extra element for a starter,
main or dessert, take the walnut halves and add oats,
coconut flakes, ground flax seed, a little cinnamon,
salt and honey. Add the mix to beaten egg whites
before spreading on parchment paper and baking
off in the oven.

5. Scorched goat’s cheese, red onion
marmalade, toasted walnut salad
Create a red onion marmalade using equal amounts
of red wine vinegar, balsamic vinegar and sugar which
is reduced with red onion until thick and sticky. Toast
the walnuts and combine with oil and a little salt to
create a beautiful dressing. Then layer some baby
gem leaves, scorched goat’s
cheese and marmalade, then
finish with the walnut oil to
create textures that are
something else!

• Country Range
Walnut Halves
• Pack Size: 1kg

Andrew Green
Craft Guild of Chefs
020 8948 3870
enquiries@craftguildofchefs.org
The Craft Guild of Chefs is the
largest UK chefs association
with members worldwide in
foodservice and hospitality,
from students and trainees
to top management working
everywhere from Michelin
starred restaurants to
educational establishments.
For more on the Craft Guild, visit
www.craftguildofchefs.org or
follow the Craft Guild of Chefs
on Twitter at @Craft_Guild
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John Williams

The son of a Tyneside fisherman, John Williams MBE has
been on a remarkable culinary journey culminating in his
current role as executive chef at the world-famous Ritz hotel
in London, a position he has held for the last 13 years. Here,
he talks about the principles and drivers that have steered
him on his route to the top…

I am always in the kitchen during service
to check dishes and to make sure that
people understand what they are
supposed be doing.

What does it mean to you to
be named AA Chef of the Year?

To move forward, we need to look back.
Food has to be relevant to the modern
diners because what we were eating 30
years ago is very different from what we
eat today.

It’s very humbling. It’s a great honour to be
recognised by your peers, I’m very proud of it.
But it’s also a reflection of the work my team
do. It’s not only about me but about the whole
kitchen brigade, it’s an award for everyone.

Which of all of your accolades
means to the most to you and why?
The accolade that means the most to me is
our Michelin star, which we were awarded first
in 2017, because it is an acknowledgement of
a particular standard that most people would
recognise globally. It recognises the best in
craft and quality in a special environment.

You’ve been working at The Ritz
since 2004. What has kept you
there so long?
I don’t really like to move. Also, it takes a long
time to build standards in a kitchen, to change
and continuously evolve our different outlets.
To me, every day is an opportunity to get
better and to improve something which
is what I’ve been doing since joining
The Ritz 13 years ago.

At the Ritz you head up a team
of 64 chefs. How difficult is to
manage so many people and
personalities? Please describe
your style of management.
One of the most important things in
the kitchen is that it must be structured.
People need to understand there are
different levels of management within a
kitchen brigade and we are a classic style
of pyramid… but we turn it upside down!
I am at the bottom pushing everyone.
It is important for me to work and set the
example, be highly-driven and to reward

You’re renowned for wearing
your tall chef’s hat. What is the
thought process behind your
decision to wear it and what
impression do you think it sends
to fellow chefs?
First of all, I have to wear my hat in the
kitchen for hygiene reasons. Also, I want to
set the right example for the team, because

Young aspiring chefs should always start with
an apprenticeship because it is the most effective and
quickest way to learn about the different methods
good work no matter when and why.
It is not easy though, because before
rewarding I must be tough.
A correct leadership is very important, it’s
about honesty and integrity. Also, it is key
to have a vision so I can see where The Ritz
will be in five years’ time, to evolve while
retaining a classic approach to the hotel.

How much cooking do you
actually get time to do – and
how important is it that you are
hands-on?
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Why is so important to retain
the principles of the restaurant’s
founder Auguste Escoffier?

they all have to wear their hat. When
people ask me why I wear such a tall hat,
I like to say (as a joke), that it makes me
taller and slimmer!

You came down to London from
Tyneside at 16. Please describe
your first impressions of the
city and your new working
environment.
My first impression of London was that it
was very different, very cosmopolitan, with
people from all over the world. I wanted to

LEADING LIGHTS

senses when cooking. What I mean is,
if a dish has a nice texture, smells good,
looks good and taste good, it means that
it’s fine. The dish has to tick all the senses
basically. Also young chefs must work
hard and be smart and always go to a
renowned chef to learn and get better.

And now for three questions that
we ask all of our Leading Lights…

1. What are your three
kitchen secrets?
i) Shellfish should be cooked in salted
cook “haute” cuisine and to learn about
this style of food, so I had to come to
London. I’ve been very fortunate to work
in very fine places and cook for very
special guests, such as the Royal Family.
For me, coming to London also meant that
I would be able to cook for special people.

As Chairman of the Royal
Academy of Culinary Arts,
you play an important role
in educating the chefs of the
future. What advice can you
offer young aspiring chefs
aiming for the top?
Young aspiring chefs should always start
with an apprenticeship because it is the
most effective and quickest way to learn
about the different methods of cooking
in the kitchen. They will get there much
faster. It is also very important to use
a good common sense, and to use all

water, almost like sea water, so the
flavours are more pronounced and
become sweeter.

ii) Brine is much better than salt,
there is a better all-round taste.
iii) Never over hang game, otherwise
the meat can decompose.

2. What is your favourite
ingredient and why?
I love lemon verbena, it is a wonderful
aromatic citrus herb and it can be used in
any single course. Here we have a lemon
verbena cream with Douglas fir and pine
which we use in one of our desserts.

Native Lobster, Spiced
Carrot and Verbena
Serves 4

Ingredients
4 native lobster (each weighing about
500g)
12 baby carrots
120g carrot purée
12 bean flowers

3. Please could you share your
favourite recipe, along with your
reasons for choosing it?

1 bunch Lemon Verbena

My favourite recipe is native lobster
with ginger and a lemon verbena gel.
I’ve cooked this dish in different forms
for 30 years. The sauce is made from
lobster’s shell, star anises, ginger
and lemon verbena.

Method

40g Lemon Verbena gel
200ml Lemon Verbena sauce

1. Blanche the lobster in boiling water
with plenty of salt. Remove the claws
and carry on cooking them for 3 minutes.
Refresh into iced salted water.

2. Crack the claws and remove the claw
and knuckle meat. Remove the meat from
the tail.

3. Cook the baby carrots with a butter
emulsion and a leaf of lemon verbena.

4. Cut the lobster tail in half, long ways
and remove the intestine.
5. Reheat the lobster tail, claw and
knuckle meat at 55°C in a little butter,
water, salt for five minutes then remove
from bag and glaze in sauce. Cook very
gently and do not go above 60°C. This
is essential to retain the delicate texture,
otherwise the meat will toughen.

6. Serve the lobster with a spiced carrot
puree, baby carrots and a lemon verbena
sauce and gel.

Please see our bsite
www.stiritupmagazinewe
.co.uk/recipes/
for the full recipe, inc
ing how
to make the spiced calud
rrot puree
and lemon verbena sauce.
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RAISE THE BAR

RAISE

Douro Superior which is the least cultivated region.
Grape-wise over 100 grapes are permitted
but the most popular ones used are the
indigenous Tinta Barroca, Tinta Cão,
Touriga Francesa, and Touriga Nacional
and also Tinta Roriz, otherwise known
as Tempranillo.

Another classic is the Porto Flip a
mixture of port, brandy, sugar and whole
egg. Have fun twisting the last two or
adding a bit of port in a Manhattan, Old
Fashioned or even a Negroni to name
just a few classics.
Luca Cordiglieri,
of the UK
Bartender’s Guild

Port is generally more complex, sweeter
and higher in alcohol than regular wines.

First port of call
>> Port wine is
a fortified wine
from Portugal.
It is made exclusively in the Douro Valley
in the northern provinces of Portugal.
It’s generally a sweet, red wine, served
as a dessert wine, and it goes very well
with cheese. White, dry and semi-dry
varieties are also available.
There are three regions that produce it:
Baixo Corgo - where mostly inexpensive
ruby and tawny are produced
Cima Corgo - where mostly Vintage
reserve, aged Tawny and late Bottled
Vintage are produced

This is due to the fact that brandy,
commonly at 30% ABV and mostly
South African, is added to stop the
fermentation at the ideal sugar level.
The final result is a wine that is generally
19-20% ABV however the legal
requirement is 17.5 ABV.
Port is a fantastic
ingredient for cocktails.
It adds sweetness,
texture and complexity.

Port is
generally more
complex, sweeter
and higher
in alcohol
than regular
wines.

I find it generally goes well
with dark spirits, such as
whisky, rum and brandy, but that’s not a
hard and fast rule. For example, The
Princeton is a vintage cocktail using Old
Tom gin, port and Orange Bitter and is
very tasty.

S T AY
REFRESHED
WITH THE
BOTTLEGREEN
COLLECTION
FO R A N
ING
I N T E R E ST
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T W I ST A D
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E L D E R F LO
TO
CO R D I A L
O
P R O S E CC

BOTTLEGREEN SPARKLING PRESSÉ 275ml, cases of 12:
hand-picked elderflower, raspberry & pomegranate, refreshing ginger beer, fruity raspberry lemonade,
juicy Coxs apple, tropical mango & coconut, aromatic ginger & lemongrass
BOTTLEGREEN CORDIAL 500ml, cases of 6: hand-picked elderflower
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C O N TA C T
YO U R L O C A L
WHOLESALERS
FOR MARCH
PROMOTIONS

No artificial
sweeteners

Cold
filtered

Premium
serve

Designed to
complement
food

@bottlegreen
/bottlegreen
@bottlegreendrinks
www.bottlegreendrinks.com

craze sweeps the capital
London’s latest obsession for
‘social petworking’, is leading
to a rising number of small
dogs accompanying their
owners on business trips.

pet snacks and drinks.
Snack options on the
menu include treats
developed by Michel
Roux and a bottle of
‘Pawsecco’, a nonalcoholic dog food jus
that can be poured
over a dish.

In response, a pioneering hotel chain is
allowing guests to bring their pets. For an
additional £10 per night, dog owners can
book their dogs in for a stay at all of
easyHotel’s venues.
To assist dog owners that can’t bear to leave
their pets behind, the group is also trialling a
new deluxe ‘pupgrade’ service for pets.
For an additional charge, guests can request
an orange ‘pet yurt’, an orange ‘chewvet’, a
bone on arrival and a small ‘Minibark’ fridge
stocked with gourmet

Small dogs are
becoming a fixture in
offices and coffee
shops throughout the
capital, with particularly
high concentrations in
the tech and marketing
communities of Shoreditch.

Four out of
five businesses
said that trade
increased as a
result of welcoming
dog owners and
their dogs.

Muhammad Manan, operations
director at easyHotel, said: “In the
past, I’ve had requests for pets of
all shapes and sizes, including on
one occasion a horse. Unfortunately,
due to headroom considerations, a small
lift and limited availability of straw we had
to turn that request down, but we’ll always
do our best to make a pet feel welcome.”

Studies indicate that dogs can have a
positive effect on productivity and lower the
stress levels of employees. A 2010 study by

Central Michigan University
found that having a dog in
the office improved
collaboration. Another
study from the Virginia
Commonwealth University
School of Business, found
that animals in the workplace
make work feel more satisfying.

easyHotel’s network of locations has grown
significantly this year, as has demand from
business customers, with new hotels
opening in Birmingham, Manchester and
Liverpool. Further openings are scheduled
for the next 12 months.

Benefits of being dog friendly
In Kennel Club research, four out of five businesses said that trade
increased as a result of welcoming dog owners and their dogs.
The Kennel Club’s Dog Friendly campaign aims to reward and encourage businesses and public
places across the UK to adopt a dog friendly attitude towards the nation’s 9.4 million dogs.
Dogs are often regarded as man’s best friend, but unfortunately don’t always get treated as
such, with dog owners finding it difficult at times to go to shops, restaurants and other places
with their four-legged friends.
If you are not currently running a dog friendly policy, there are lots of resources
on www.thekennelclub.org.uk/bedogfriendly.
You can join over 32,000 businesses and public places by
listing your dog-friendly venue on www.dogfriendly.co.uk.
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HOSPITALITY

Hotel group ‘pupgrades’ b“Teaorastosilestavdeogthoweinrers that can’t
its service as hipster dog delthuxeegr‘pouuppgrisadale’sosetrrviapeiclleintsfogbarehnpeinewtsd,.”
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TURN THE

GOODNESS

OF MILK

CHOCOLATE

Ingredients:

25

MILKSHAKE

25ml Chocolate Crusha
175ml milk
1 scoop chocolate ice cream
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*Source: Neilsen Data to WE 02/12/17

SCHOOL compliant

Visit www.crusha.co.uk/trade.html
to find more delicious milkshake recipes

1 sco

Ice Cr
op

11p
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24p

SERVE

NO ARTIFICIAL colours or flavours
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UK’s NUMBER 1 milkshake syrup*

5p

k

Why not indulge
a little further by
adding whipped cream,
marshmallows and
chocolate sprinkles

Crus

8p

Method:
Whizz together Chocolate
Crusha, milk and ice cream
and finish as desired

ml
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OF CRUSHA

DOUBLE

1

INTO
THE GREATNESS

Send your Food for Thought ideas to editor@stiritupmagazine.co.uk

1

Easter Double
Chocolate Trifle

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

FOOD FOR thought

Inspira
ti
recipe idonal
for spri eas
n
menus g

This chocolatey dessert from
Kerrymaid is all the best bits
of Easter. Tartness from orange and

apricots blended with smooth milk and dark
chocolate is what really makes this treat a
true indulgence. www.kerrymaid.com.

2

2 A healthy start

It’s National School Breakfast
Week from March 5-9 and what
better time to think about the
benefits of a healthy breakfast.

Try offering fibre-rich cereals such as
Shredded Wheat topped with a favourite
fruit or two, a splash of milk or yoghurt for
a delicious way to start the day.

3 Beet it

1

Chef Jean-Paul Bidart has created
this layered feta mousse and
cooked beetroot served with basil

3

oil and vine plum cherry tomatoes using
Mevgal Greek Feta Cheese distributed by
Eurilait. You can see the full recipe online at
www.stiritupmagazine.co.uk/recipes/.

4 Scale
new heights

Fish tacos, like these on offer at
Dirty Bones’ newest venture the
Westgate roof terrace in Oxford,
offer a healthy, on trend treat for
conscientious diners.

5 Jack it up

4

Darcie & May Green offer a
generous menu with plenty of
options for their vegan customers
on their two canal boats, including this
jackfruit curry with turmeric rice, coconut
sambal, house pickles and flatbread.

5

6

Drippy
dessert

This Neopolitan Drippy Cake is a
surefire sweet treat and a must for
your dessert offering this Mother’s
Day. Full recipe www.csmbakerysolutions.

com/en/assets/images/pdfs/Craigmillar
%20Genoese%20Recipes%206%20
page%20brochure.pdf.

7

6

7

Feather
your nest

There’s more to eggs than chocolate!
These hash brown egg nests with
bacon, avocado and watercress are

perfect for brunch if your idea of Easter is
a more relaxed affair, or for treating mum
on Mother’s Day www.watercress.co.uk.
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Buy two tins of NESCAFÉ®
GOLD BLEND 750g tins and get
a NESTLÉ® Big Biscuit Box FREE**
®
NESCAFÉ Gold Blend, the #1 brand in the

premium segment*, is relaunching.

smooth, rich

Discover our signature
instant coffee. Our recipe contains
mountain grown Arabica beans ground ten times finer to unlock the soul of
the bean.
*Coffee Global Share 17.06.17. ** Subject to availability.

® Reg. Trademark of Société des Produits Nestlé S.A. All rights reserved.

